
Escape from the Trap of Endless Deconstruction 

In the interview you’re about to read, one of the most used words 

is “psychedelic”, the countercultural neologism derived from 

the ancient Greek words for “soul” and “to reveal”. The young 

British artist Matt Copson articulates his interest in Reynard 

the fox, a medieval, anthropomorphic trickster and a recurring 

character in his work, as well as his dismissal of technological 

fetishism and the return to a wild subjectivity.

MATT COPSON AND NORMAN ROSENTHAL IN CONVERSATION
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NORMAN ROSENTHAL Matt, I remember your amazing psy-
chedelic installation from when we first met at your degree show. 
It made a big impact on me. Can you tell me about that, and your 
extraordinary focus around the subject you have now made your 
own, Reynard? MATT COPSON

 I had been making work that played on this 
mythology for a while. But that that was the last Reynard show, 
purportedly the final one, turned out to be the boy “crying wolf” 
on my part. That was the first in what has become a series of ex-
pansive installations, all focused around a single narrator charac-
ter, Reynard, that I have adapted very heavily, and through my 
adaptations it has mutated or transformed into a living, breathing 
being of its own self. NR

Reynard himself has a long, long history. 
The fox in mythology goes back to ancient Greek times and prob-
ably long before that. He is the wily one, the intelligent figure, the 
guy who knows everything, who knows about the horrors of the 
world as well as the pleasures of the world. How is it that you found 
him through Goethe, of all people? MC

I read Goethe’s adaptation, 
and Le Roman de Renart, which was the great medieval European bes-
tiary folkloric epic, of which there are lots of versions. I became inter-
ested in this maligned character who has seen everyone, everything, 
even civilizations, rise and fall. Through literature, through narratives, 
he has had wrongs done to him and been cast aside while also being 
worshipped and deified. He’s now totally apathetic. NR

Could you say 
that Joseph Beuys was a kind of Reynard figure? MC

He’s not too 
far away from that. NR

With his “fox” coat? I never really thought of 
him like that before, you know, but I think that art tends to reflect on 
art, both right back into history and onto recent history. To think of 
Beuys as a “fox” figure might not be inappropriate. MC

It’s not a bad 
idea at all. Obviously Beuys, as you well know, sets a precedent for 
an artist as a shaman figure. And the fox does appear as this trick-
ster, shamanistic figure. I think of him even as an extension of me.
NR

With your very long hair. Part of the appearance? MC

Well you’ve 
got to have your shtick. [laughter] I’m returning to my Neanderthal 
roots. I think the artist as a character is not far away from the 
fox—this blight on society, this arch provocateur, this figure wor-
shipped and maligned in equal measure, who plays up or lives up 

to narratives cast upon him or her. NR

The whole mythological 
thing has rather gone out of “art” fashion in recent years. MC

It has. 
It’s not cool these days. NR

It’s not fashionable because art wants 
now to be super objective, reductionist, sociological, anthropolog-
ical. Do you think that being not-cool now is perhaps a way of 
being future-cool? MC

That’s probably what happens naturally. 
Everything is instantly assimilated. We know how fickle the art world 
is now—the proliferation of the art market and the way curators at-
tach themselves to one or the next vogue theory. There is definitely an 
interest on my part to negate all those things that I know the young 
“emerging artist” is meant to do. I know that people want to ask me 
about the Internet and relevance to technology. When artists are play-
ing into the objective, technological thing you are talking about, it 
seems to be what an older generation expects them to be talking about. 
I’m going for the big league. There is nothing in the myth that can’t 
ring true with the contemporary. NR

There is something theatrical 
about what you do. There ’s almost an anti-technological psyche-
delia going on in your art. Would you agree? MC

Totally. I do em-
brace “contemporary media.” I use projections a lot of the time, and 
video work, but I do it in a primitive or binary way. I have things 
that are quite illusory, but they’re actually very simple tricks—just 
shapes projected onto a painted wall, for instance. All of that stems 
from my interest in theater and the theatrical, and the installation 
is a thing to be utilized and manipulated. I read Antonin Artaud. I 
so admire his writings, and his absolutely scathing critique of the 
contemporary theater of his time. NR

When he was young, my great 
friend Georg Baselitz, and his friend Eugen Schoenebeck, felt the 
same. If you read the Pandemonium Manifestos that they wrote in 
the early 1960s, they are completely derived from that world. It 
was a subjective and sexually repressed world. Or was it a sexually 
open world? MC

I think it was a sexually open world, or at least 
an attempt at being sexually open—a kind of Fellini-like “last 
days of Rome”, anything-goes orgy of sounds and visuals and 
visceral, sensory things. But there was a kind of repression and 
anger to it, in that it can’t fully embrace that. There is this fox 
character even now proclaiming that it is enslaved, or a victim of 
society at large.  Fuck This Foul, Foul Homogeny, 2015.
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Free Doom, 2015, “Reynard Reforms” installation view at Vilma Gold, London, 2015. Courtesy: Vilma Gold, London

NR

And yet he is destroying the world. MC

I’m not sure that he’s de-
stroying it. NR

Is he a dictator? MC

He’s a self-styled revolutionary. 
NR

A radical? MC 
He claims to be radical. NR

But somehow the fox 
is the guy who is ruling the world, partly through his guile, 
partly through his energy. Do you like your fox? Do you love 
your fox? MC

Yes, I do. He is the total antihero, despite everything. 
But for me they are sad installations. They are imbued with a sense 
of melancholy, because I believe in him despite the solipsistic, sub-
jective, extremist worldviews he puts forward. NR

In a kind of 
Cabaret Voltaire, Dada way, would you say? Do you think we are 
living in a 1916 world in some ways? MC

I certainly feel that we’re at 
a stage—maybe it’s a generational thing—where it does feel we’re 
at “ground zero.” Things are endlessly deconstructed for us: things 
are bad and getting worse; there is no use for extreme, postmodern 
cynicism. And so where do we go now? Where do we build up from 
here? I see my Reynard at this defeated, low point. NR

Do you see 
the only way forward through this kind of neo-dadaistic, neo-
expressionist route? I don’t mean this in a 1980s neoexpressionist 
sense, but do you think there is a possibility for a new form of ex-
pressionism in art? MC

Absolutely, absolutely. A new expressionism 
and a new abstract, something that gets us out of this rut, as it were. 
The insistence upon objective art making seems to have had its day 
and has got us nowhere. I think the start of Postmodernism had 
this beautiful thing where “anything went,” but now it seems like 
there is a necessity to return to a wilder subjectivity—to, yes, ex-
pressionism and abstraction. I think essentially what I am doing is 
making my own form of subjective abstraction. NR

Is an artist such 
as Mike Kelley a role model for you? Because his position was very 
much of that kind. MC

I love Mike Kelley and I love his work, and I 
get endless amounts from it. NR

For instance in the slightly crude 
way that he drew. Yet the work is unbelievably ravishing.
MC

It’s beautiful, and his installations are beautiful. Day Is Done is a 
beautiful, sublime piece of art, with an inner nastiness. There is 
deep sadness to all his work, too. Some of it is imbued with such 
sadness. I remember going around the recent retrospective and 
feeling like crying. There are certain artists you look to and they 
seem like endpoints. Whereas Mike Kelley seems to open every-
thing up—for me, certainly. NR

For your generation, I think. Are 
there other younger artists, maybe a little older than you, whom you 
admire and might have a similar position? MC

I really love Ryan 
Trecartin. My work is quite different from his, but there’s definitely 
this psychedelic, visceral thing we were talking about. I’m not sure 
whether you would quite describe his work as psychedelic, but has 
its own personal extremity and intensity. NR

It is all about the mad-
ness of the world, the madness of existence. MC

And making some-
thing out of it. NR

Of course we still lead our daily lives. We like 
eating, we like sleeping or whatever. But somehow we know deep 
down that the world is completely mad. We aren’t quite sure why 
we’re here. Do you know why you are here? MC

I have absolutely 
no idea. I presume there is no reason. 

NR

Do you think Reynard knows why he is here? MC

I think, like us, 
he is trying to find excuses all the time, trying to imbue his life 
with some kind of radical meaning, but essentially he fails. He is 
my lonely fox stuck in a cave talking to himself, and all he wants is 
an audience. He constantly talks about his audience, wants them 
to listen in on his final words. They’re always his final words.
NR

Describe the piece you did recently at the Serpentine. MC

It was a 
play without actors. It was five sculptures: a fox, a lion, a deer, a hen, 
and a bird. They were illuminated by spotlights as they spoke to one 
another in a prerecorded dialogue, which I recorded from a script I 
wrote with a bunch of actors and an Mc called Marcus Nasty. And then 
there was a large screen that had a crude drawing of mine of a wood-
land clearing. Behind that screen the audience could see silhouettes 
of a choir and timpani performing live musical accompaniment and 
parallel musical pieces, operatic in tone, alongside the play that was 
going on with the animals. NR

How long did the whole thing last?
MC

Forty-five minutes. It was a fairly long piece of work. And it was 
envisaged as that, as a continuation and an extension of what I had 
been doing within these installations, pushing it as far as I could 
into the live domain, and throwing the audience right into the mid-
dle of it. There were lions roaring behind them, birds screeching 
in front of them, and it built up to this extreme cacophony where 
Reynard was the conductor. NR

Very noisy? MC

At a couple of stages 
incredibly so, uncomfortably so. NR

You made the sculptures. Do 
they need the whole theatrical noise or do they stand alone, in the 
way that a Brancusi stands alone? MC

I hope that they stand alone 
and work as pieces in their own right. When I showed the work 
at the Serpentine, before the performance started, all the animals 
were in a room, to be inspected in a way that people would at a 
private viewing or in a gallery. They could be viewed as sculp-
tures, without the idea that they were about to be animated. I 
hope they do have autonomy to themselves; I hope that every-
thing I do, even when it ’s pushed into a live realm, does come 
from this position of an artist as opposed to a costume designer or 
a set designer. Just because they have links to the live realm and 
can be used in those manners doesn’t discredit them as artworks, 
I don’t think. NR

Imagining yourself as Brancusi, would you like to 
have a performance around your sculptures? MC

I don’t want to 
speak for somebody else. It sounds like sacrilege if I say yes, but 
why not? That’s the way I operate. NR

Was it a piece of perfor-
mance art you were doing? MC

I don’t think so, no. NR

Or was it just 
pure theater? MC

I don’t think it was pure theater, either. NR

If some-
body asked you to do the designs for Igor Stravinsky’s Renard, 
would you say yes or no? MC

Well, I love Kazimir Malevich’s set 
designs. I would say yes because I’m not a purist. I would be will-
ing to open myself out in that way. I love working with musicians. 
I want to work with theater practitioners and prop departments. I 
want my shows to have production credits as lengthy as an album 
but always from a point of being an artist, and keeping the integ-
rity of that. NR

Tell us a little bit about your graphic style. Where 
do you feel affinities? Do you like Pablo Picasso, and late Picasso 
particularly? Where do you think your graphic style hails from? 
Obviously not from Carl Andre or Sol LeWitt. 
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